"One must value
true gold
rather than that
which glitters.
You can see the
outcome.”

Valuing Gold

new from

"My goal in the series is to talk about how pursuing God is
the same thing as pursuing gold. If you value the Lord and
things of the Lord, then you’re going to be better off."
—–Cynthia L. Simmons to Leading Hearts magazine

Award-winning author, speaker and historian Cynthia L.
Simmons announces the Spring 2021 release of the third installment
in the Pursuing Gold novel and curriculum series: Valuing Gold.

"Cynthia Simmons’ historical fiction novel
and curriculum are a winning educational
combination. Brimming with interesting
historical facts, the merges engaging details
with hands-on activities that will keep
tweens and teens engrossed while
encouraging them to think critically.”
–Julie K. Gillies, former homeschool
mom and author of Prayers for a
Woman’s Soul and
From Hot Mess to Blessed

Mary Beth Roper finds herself back in her hometown of Chattanooga,
which is permeated in uneasiness. Every conversation she overhears
is heated, yet her banker-father is hesitant to reveal the facts.
Will Tennessee secede and force them into a war?
As an adult, she demands to know the truth, yet she fears the heated
politics she sees. Then she learns a rogue customer threatened their
bank. Somehow, she must find a way to work with Peter Chandler,
her father’s partner, even though she can’t bear to be near him. As she
unravels an impossible puzzle, she learns to value her faith.
Somehow, she must find a way to work with Peter Chandler, her
father’s partner, even though she can’t bear to be near him. As she
unravels an impossible puzzle, she learns to value her faith.

about Cynthia
A Chattanooga native, award-winning author, speaker and historian
CYNTHIA L. SIMMONS and her husband have five children and reside in
Atlanta. A Bible teacher and former homeschool mother, she writes a
column for Leading Hearts magazine, homeschool curriculum, conducts
writing workshops, is a certified writing coach and the former president
of Christian Authors Guild.
Cynthia loves history and each week offers younger ladies the elegance
of God’s wisdom as host of Heart of the Matter radio.

Media Talking Points
1. Why read about the Civil War today?
2. Describe travel conditions at the time. Was it hard to cross
from North to South after the war started?
3. What role did spies play in the Civil War?
4. What is significant about you choosing to focus your story
on a bank during the time of the Civil War?

“The History and Critical Thinking
Curriculum by Cynthia L. Simmons to
accompany Pursuing Gold is a wonderful
way to bring the family together around a
good book ... designed to challenge
students to think deeply about historical
and spiritual issues. ”
—Bonnie Rose Hudson, Director of
SchoolhouseTeachers.com
and author/publisher of
WriteBonnieRose.com curriculum
“What a fresh approach to history. Your
child can learn about the history of the ink
pen, stethoscope, Morse code and other
fascinating topics. I especially like the
information on teaching kids to better
handle their money. “
—Michael Anderson, former
own/operator of award-winning
Christian bookstores and co-founder of
the Christian Authors Guild, Inc.
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5. What parallels do you see between today and the Civil War
era?
7. What was the typical cost of living during Civil War times.
6. How did money and banking differ between now and
then? Is it correct that North and South had two different
forms of currency? How did that affect life during the war?
8. Why did you choose the name Valuing Gold for the title?
9. Tell us about Mary Beth Roper and what went in to writing
her as the main character.
10. What is the significance of how the storyline changes
between Book One: Pursuing Gold and Book Two: Valuing
Gold?
11. How long did it take you to do research for the book series?
12. How did you get interested in writing about this historical
era?
13. Tell us about the corresponding curriculum you worked
on with the first book. Is that something you are going to
continue with book two?
14. What do you hope your readers take away from the book?
15. How do you see this book connecting with people of faith?

from Leading Hearts Magazine
Cynthia Simmons:

Pursuing God

A WIFE. A MOTHER. AN INNOVATOR. A BELIEVER. CYNTHIA SIMMONS IS ALL THIS AND MORE, all of which can be seen through
her acts of service as an author, speaker, media coach, radio host and nurse. To help others pursue God, Cynthia shares her
experiences and love for history to teach and guide everyone toward Scripture.
Q: You have been working on this trilogy series. What is the overlying theme for this series, and how did you try
to convey that, especially with Pursuing Gold?
CYNTHIA: Well, Pursuing Gold is all about the history of money, especially in the Civil War era. Until about 1860, we mainly
used coin rather than paper. My goal in the series is to talk about how pursuing God is the same thing as pursuing gold. If
you value the Lord and things of the Lord, then you’re going to be better off. The last one will be Reflecting Gold because we
have gold, and now we’re going to reflect that to the world. It’s all about a pursuit of God and living by Scripture so that
your life is better, and you can minister to other people.
Q: So, was being able to pursue God what drove you to write the trilogy?
CYNTHIA: I’ve been interested in money and the history of money because I love history. I started playing around and I
found out more and more and more. In fact, I’m still learning, but I thought this was a good lesson I can teach. I mean, why
study history if you’re not going to learn from it? Anytime I can take history and use it as a lesson, not only have I taught
history, but I’ve also taught someone to love God more and live according to the Scriptures. Jesus told stories, so why
shouldn’t I?
Q: A homeschool curriculum just came out, Pursuing Gold: A History and Critical Thinking Curriculum. How
exactly did you design this for homeschool mothers?
CYNTHIA: Well, having done it for 100 years, or at least what felt like 100 years, I kind of knew what kids liked and what
they were interested in. For each chapter of Pursuing Gold, I pulled something out that would be interesting and told a little
history of everything through the story. I also gave little things for them to do, like puzzles and word searches. I also taught
critical thinking.
Q: Cynthia, you are someone who I think falls under the category of an innovator. What inspired you to do what
you do?
CYNTHIA: I married a very godly man, and we had such a beautiful family and beautiful home. It was largely because he
was leading us and teaching us Scripture. I also learned much while homeschooling, and I want to share what the Lord gave
me.
Q: Growing up, did you ever imagine that this is where you would be at in life?
CYNTHIA: No, I didn’t. I enjoyed the idea of writing, but I planned on being a nurse. I did become a registered nurse and
pediatric nurse for years. I just didn’t expect to be doing all of this, but I discovered that I like to talk and I think I have a gift
that I know how to get the message across.”
Q: If you could give a word of advice to close on, what would you say?
CYNTHIA: Well, I think about what David said, “I have been young, and now I am old; yet have I not seen the righteous
forsaken, nor his seed begging bread” (Psalm 37:25 KJV). I would say to young people, “You’re going to be so much better off
if you live according to the Word than if you just do what feels good. It works out better in the long run.” I’ve learned that
from experience, and I’ve seen that so many times in other lives. I really believe that following God is the best way to go.

